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Do LED lights have any real impact? Are solar panels on my roof the right 
choice? And what about my neighbour – how did they make their house 
“green”? How much would it cost me to do the same? In this Urban Insight 
report Sweco experts reveal how you can support the energy transition in 
your daily life. 

We are breaking with the past, and the energy transition will be massive. 
In this report the energy transition is defined as zero per cent fossil fuels, 
100 per cent renewable energy. European households can collectively 
have a huge impact on the shift to a more sustainable energy system. 

To accomplish the shift to a sustainable energy system we need to com-
bine behaviour and technical measures with understanding of geographic 
location in a smart way.1, 2 

People can reduce energy consumption by making lifestyle choices.  
And shift to energy from renewable sources for their households. Or invest 
in green home improvements. You have control over the impact on your 
lifestyle and the way you upgrade your home to reduce energy use by 
matching demand with supply. Our own behaviour is a key component  
in the practical implementation of change. 

Do you know:
• How to reduce your climate footprint?
• What to upgrade in your home?
•  If your local energy is green?
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To adjust behaviour and take impactful action on the household level 
throughout Europe we need to know more about the current state of 
affairs. And what better way to start than with ourselves? Sweco experts 
asked over 16,000 colleagues distributed over nine countries about ways 
in which households are promoting the energy transition. We asked about 
their energy consumption and their ambitions to live a more sustainable 
life. The respondents gave us insight into the current situation and factors 
that can effectuate real change in consumers’ contribution to the energy 
transition.

Sweco collaborated with Dynamics of Youth at the University of Utrecht 
for data analysis, interpretation and explanation of behaviour. We com-
pared existing research with the insights obtained from the survey. With 
professional expertise in the field of energy transition, both technical and 
behavioural, this report provides guidance and insight on how we can all 
contribute.

After reading this report you will have answers to the question of how you 
can make a difference, starting today.
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To succeed in the energy transition, we need to focus on behavioural changes and 
invest in high impact measures. Home is where several high impact lifestyle measures 
start. Large amounts of energy can be saved by making small changes.

WOULD YOU CHANGE HOW YOU TRAVEL? SUPPLY YOUR HOUSE  
WITH GREEN ENERGY? AND TURN DOWN THE THERMOSTAT?

You may have heard of the public awareness campaigns about not flying. In Sweden,  
a new word has been invented for this: flygskam (flight shame). But it doesn’t stop there 
– terms like tågskryt (train-bragging) and smygflyga (to fly in secret) have also recently 
infiltrated the Swedish language.3 These words demonstrate awareness of the fact that 
lifestyle has an impact on the contribution we all make to the energy transition.

WHAT LIFESTYLE CHOICES HAVE THE HIGHEST IMPACT?
Which personal choices for reducing your contribution have a real impact? A study  
from researchers in Sweden and British Columbia4 ranked high impact to low impact 
measures (ill. 1) and provides guidance on how many tonnes of carbon dioxide you  
can save based on your way of living. 

Ill. 1: Comparison  
of high impact  
measures to low 
impact measures.
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LIFESTYLE CHOICES IN YOUR HOME HAVE SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
Collectively, households have a major impact on the energy transition – particularly at 
home. The highest impact measure involves lowering the temperature. Heating accounts 
for roughly 80 per cent of our household energy consumption. Lowering the temperature 
by 1°C can reduce annual energy consumption by around 13 per cent (ill. 2).

Reducing energy used for heating and hot water is a high impact measure people can 
take at home. The figure above (ill. 2) shows the huge amount of energy (gigajoules) 
used by Danish households for heating and hot water. Clearly, the greatest impact can 
be achieved through saving energy in this area. Although turning up the thermostat is 
tempting, maintaining a tropical- like temperature at home consumes huge amounts of 
energy. Turning the thermostat down 1°C will save around 13 per cent of space heating 
energy,6 provided that the heat is turned off overnight and during part of the day.

Do you heat your home during office hours when no one is home? Lowering the  
temperature during office hours from 20°C to 16°C can save 10 per cent depending on 
your house’s characteristics7 and geographic location. This can be done using a smart 
thermostat, which allows you to remotely control your home’s temperature via your 
mobile phone. 

Have you thought about purchasing your energy from a green energy supplier? It takes  
a few clicks to switch to renewable sources. You contribute by turning your lights on with 
energy generated by wind, solar, hydropower and/or biomass. 

It is difficult to plan production for solar and wind, the two major renewable energy 
resources. Both are dependent on the weather, daily cycles and seasonal cycles. This 
puts stress on the electricity grid when production peaks. So let your washing machine 
run at peak production times. This helps by consuming energy at the right time.

Ill. 2: Household 
energy consumption 
distribution in  
Denmark.5 Similar 
energy consumption 
distributions can  
be seen in other 
European countries.
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BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE
To succeed in the energy transition, we need to adapt soon. But adaptation requires a 
shift in behaviour. Although there is a definite sense of urgency to be part of the energy 
transition, each one of us perceives the energy transition in a different way. 

What were the results of Sweco’s study? Of the 2,267 respondent households distrib-
uted over nine countries, 2,200 were willing to contribute to the energy transformation 
by changing routines and day-to-day choices.

The results of the study show that there are multiple factors that lead a person to 
change their behaviour or maintain their same habits. Examples include social pressure 
and knowledge of available technologies and their impact. 
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GENDER AND AGE
If you are looking for encouragement to change your lifestyle, let your mother, wife,  
sister or girlfriend inspire you! 

The study shows that there is no gender difference when it comes to supporting the 
energy transition. However, more women than men found it important to personally  
participate in the energy transition to a greater extent.8

As found in our research, gender makes a difference. This applies even more to the 
younger generation. Generation Z (born between 1995 and 2010) is coming of age, and 
they are making noise. Born into a world where climate change is very much present, 
their call for action is loud. Whether this is exemplified by the massive climate strike in 
September 2019 or Greta Thunberg’s roast at the UN that went viral, the new genera-
tion’s influence is striking. 

It does not stop there. Energy-related behavioural change among young groups can 
impact other population groups. An earlier study revealed energy reductions of 5 to 20 
per cent in families based on the children’s heightened energy awareness following  
a school programme.

FACT FROM OUR SURVEY

We asked respondents, What inspires you to change? Those aged 55+ were most 
likely to answer more competitive energy prices for consumers (29 per cent).9 
But for the younger generation, aged 15–24, shifting from fossil fuels to renewa-
ble energy sources was the most popular answer (45 per cent).9
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WHAT DOES THE SCIENTIST RECOMMEND?
As Scientific Director of Dynamics of Youth at the University of Utrecht, Prof. Catrin  
Finkenauer is an expert in behaviour, influence and change. Previous research by her 
team focused on understanding relationships and how partners bring out the best  
(and the worst) in each other. 

The University of Utrecht reviewed the results of our survey. In an interview with  
Prof. Finkenauer we explored the motivational factors behind changing or not changing 
behaviour.

Transitions are often situations that are novel, ambiguous, and uncertain. Such situ-
ations bring imbalance; people don’t know what to expect and how to behave, feel 
uncomfortable, and sometimes even threatened. Think of it like travelling to another 
country and not knowing the customs. What do you do? In such situations, people 
tend to either fall back on what they know to stabilise and regain control, or they 
adapt and change their behaviour. Whether they engage in one or the other depends 
on the context.10 When people do not receive clear information, when there is no real 
need to change, and when there is no social incentive to change, people will continue 
to behave as they always have. 

Behavioural change is much more difficult than people think, because it requires 
effort and takes time. To motivate people to change, we must do much more than 
provide opportunities for change. We must motivate people, link change to their 
identities, and provide them with social rewards and incentives for the behaviour 
that is expected. Also, we must invest in the development of new social knowledge, 
socialisation efforts, and skills. 

Young people can play a vital role in the energy transition (United Nations Youth 
Strategy). Many adolescents and young adults have favourable environmental atti-
tudes, and strongly believe that it is possible to counter environmental challenges – 
more so than adults.11 Moreover, during adolescence, young people develop and 
consolidate enduring lifestyles, providing the potential for lasting behaviour change 
toward realising Sustainable Development Goals, including the energy transition.

Why is it wise to start changing  
behaviour in transitions (such as  
the energy transition)?

And what studies have shown  
that behavioural change should  
primarily be started among  
young people?
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Changing behaviour is effortful. Breaking a habit is difficult, as many people know 
from experience. Just think about habitual smoking, or snacking: Although people 
know that these behaviours are bad for them, they find it difficult to stop and change 
their behaviour. Engaging in behaviour that facilitates the energy transition is simi-
lar, because people have to override impulses and break with habitual behaviour.12 

Behaviour change is easier when people are willing and motivated to engage in con-
scious efforts, which require investing energy, time, and (financial) resources. This 
investment is more likely when the behaviour change aligns with people’s values. 

Young people are characterised by their motivation to live up to important values 
that are shared with their peers, because it allows them to demonstrate their values 
to the peer group.13 Behaviour change toward the energy transition will be easier, 
and even rewarding, when the behaviour required allows people, particularly young 
people, to feel like a high-status person, worthy of respect and admiration from 
peers, because they behave in a way that is in accordance with important values 
shared with one’s peers.

DON’T TRY TO EAT THE WHOLE ELEPHANT!
Whether the change involves putting on a sweater at home or not letting your  
laundry spin at peak hours, changing your behaviour can be hard. Don’t try to eat  
the whole elephant in one bite. Start with one or two high impact measures. For 
example, lower the heating temperature at home by one degree or purchase your 
energy from a green energy supplier.

 Lower the heating temperature at home by one degree.

  Purchase your energy from a green energy supplier.

Why do you think it is so complicated  
to change your behaviour, even though 
you know that it makes a positive  
contribution to a larger society, such  
as the climate? 

HOW CAN YOUR LIFESTYLE  
CONTRIBUTE?
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Small changes in behaviour can have a great impact on saving. Let’s touch on the  
technical measures you can take at home. 

WHAT DO WE NEED ENERGY FOR?
In the EU roughly 27 per cent of final energy consumption derives from households.14  
At home we use energy primarily for heating, which represents approximately two-
thirds of our final energy consumption. When we add time spent showering and bathing, 
heating accounts for 80 per cent of final energy consumption. 

HEATING ACCOUNTS FOR 80 PER CENT OF FINAL ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION IN EUROPEAN HOUSEHOLDS.

The remaining 20 per cent is covered by lighting, electrical appliances, cooking and  
air conditioning. Ill. 3 shows differences in energy usage across borders. While some 
energy efficiency improvements have been made, the amount of energy we use has 
become relatively stable over the last few years.15 The effect of these improvements is 
being nullified by an increase in housing construction and number of appliances per 
household, as well as changes in heating behaviour (e.g. higher home temperatures). 

REDUCE HEATING DEMAND
Northern and Western European households spend 4–8 per cent of their household 
budgets on energy, while the corresponding figure for Central and Eastern European 
households is 10–15 per cent.16 Home insulation might therefore be considered an 
interesting method for saving money. Surprisingly, though, home insulation is far less 
popular than solar panels, even though solar panels have a longer payback period.17 
Better information about and control of energy consumption using smart thermostats 
will help save energy. Smart thermostats switch off when there is no one in the building 
and are particularly useful in office buildings. They can also be used effectively in your 
own home.18 

Ill. 3: Overview  
of households’ 
energy consump-
tion per country.14
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POPULAR MEASURES VS. IMPACTFUL MEASURES 
In order to take impactful action on the household level, we need to know what actions 
to take to achieve the greatest success. Let’s close the gap between impact expecta-
tions and reality. 

Take, for example, the good old light bulb. In general, the energy measure people most 
commonly identify with is replacing lightbulbs with LEDs. This was the most popular 
measure taken in our survey (78 per cent), represented by the orange bar in ill. 4. But 
lighting accounts for less than 20 per cent of final energy consumption. The bottom line 
is that more people are switching to LED than to a smart thermostat, which would make 
a much greater difference. 

Of course, all measures make a difference. But if you want to go big, think bigger. 
Household heating is likely to remain the “elephant in the room” that demands  
attention.19

Ill. 4: Adoption of  
LED lighting vs smart 
thermostats in 
selected European 
countries.
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HEATING INSIGHTS

So let’s touch on heating, as it accounts for roughly 80 per cent of our household 
energy consumption. There are two categories of technical measures you can take: 
• Reduce demand
• Generate heat from a renewable source
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HEAT FROM A RENEWABLE SOURCE
In 2017 renewable energy accounted for 19.5 per cent of total energy used for heating 
and cooling in the European Union.20 To follow the energy transition process, heating 
system owners will, in time, need to invest in a renewable source. There is work to be 
done in this regard, particularly for households in Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands 
and the UK. Most households in these countries purchase gas rather than generating 
their own heat.

HOW IS JØRGEN FROM BERGEN TAKING ACTION? 

Name:  Jørgen 
Family status: Married, two children 
Residence: Semi-detached house  
  in Bergen (urban area)
Profession:  Building services  
  consultant at Sweco Norway

“About 5 years ago my wife and I bought an old house – built in 1961 – in Bergen. 
Nearly everything needed to be modernised: the kitchen, the bathroom, the leak-
ing roof…. As we were orienting ourselves in how best to do this, we became 
interested in sustainable solutions. 

Our first step was easy: investing in an air-to-air heat pump. Many Norwegian 
households have one of these. It’s a relatively small investment and it provides 
immediate comfort. The heat pump has already paid for itself. This does not fully 
apply to our next, bigger, investment: the solar panels on our roof. These will 
have a payback period of about 14 years. But that’s okay. I must admit, I like the 
gadget factor! I check the electrical output in my app every day. So far, we’re the 
only ones in our neighbourhood who have taken this step. So when you drive 
through our neighbourhood, our house is easy to recognise.” 
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WHAT ABOUT MONEY? 
But there are more factors at play than just knowing what to do. One of the main conclu-
sions of our survey is that financial considerations are the most important driver for 
determining whether or not to engage in the energy transition. On one hand, over one-
third of respondents stated that financial costs prevented them from upgrading their 
homes on the energy transition level. On the other hand, nearly half of respondents  
(47 per cent) indicated that cost savings motivated them to upgrade their homes,  
followed by reducing emissions (33 per cent). 

Due to factors including anticipated high costs, people tend to adopt a wait-and-see 
attitude. Nearly 38 per cent of respondents anticipate incurring high costs for making 
their homes more sustainable, with 17 per cent of respondents expecting to invest up  
to €5,000 and 19 per cent expecting to invest between €5,000 and €10,000. 

Ill. 5: Motivation for 
respondents upgrading 
their homes on the 
energy transition level.
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UNCERTAINTIES ABOUT INVESTING 
Basic arithmetic needs to be applied in estimating investment costs. We asked  
respondents how much they expect to spend on their homes over the next 10 years to 
contribute to the energy transition. The responses showed a lack of insight. Among the 
surveyed population, 48 per cent don’t know what they will need to invest. The majority 
of respondents from Denmark, Germany and UK households answered “Don’t know” 
when asked the amount they anticipate needing to invest to contribute to the energy 
transition (ill. 6).

TAKE ACTION OR WAIT?
Save money or spend money? This is the issue that determines whether we take  
action or adopt a wait-and-see attitude. But it is difficult to make a long-term invest-
ment decision when the investment results are uncertain. 

Cost savings motivate people to upgrade their homes. If the effects of energy saving 
measures are more visible, either through smart thermostats or lower energy bills,  
people may be more willing to invest and upgrade their homes.

•  Citizens lack awareness of high impact measures. 
•  Saving/spending money is the factor that determines whether we take action  

or adopt a wait-and-see attitude.

Ill. 6: What house-
holds expect to 
spend on the energy 
transition for the 
next 10 years.
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  Insulate your house.

  Control energy consumption by installing smart thermostats.

  Use renewable sources for household heating.

HOW CAN YOUR HOME AND  
TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTE?
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By now, you have an idea of how you can contribute to the energy transition, either 
through lifestyle choices or by adjusting your home. Or both. What about the country 
you live in: Does it play a part in all of this? Absolutely. European countries have built  
up completely different energy systems over the years based on geographic location. 
Each country has a unique energy context.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCAL ENERGY CONTEXTS
What works in the UK doesn’t work in Belgium. While energy networks in the UK, the 
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany favour fossil fuels,21 networks in the Nordics rely  
on clean energy. Modifying most existing energy heating systems is both difficult and 
costly. The energy context can hold households back in terms of contributing to the 
energy transition. Not all household-level measures are suitable for your country’s 
energy system. This makes us partially dependent on the progress of the transition 
within our country of residence.

We can deal with this dependency by staying up to date about the progress of the shift 
to a sustainable energy system. Inform yourself about choices that work within your 
energy context that can be adapted beyond the fuse box in your household.

BUILDING SUPPORT THROUGH AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
European governments use a combination of components to build public support for  
the energy transition and galvanise action in various ways. In most cases this is done 
through a combination of public awareness campaigns, education and extensive cover-
age of the energy debate in the general media.22 

The examples below are of interest because they focus on our energy consumption 
behaviour: 
•  The UK has an annual national campaign called “Big Energy Saving Week” – seven days 

focused on saving money on energy costs by making homes more energy efficient.23 
•  The Dutch government launched a public awareness campaign in September with the 

slogan Iedereen doet wat (everyone does something), which offers examples of changes 
Dutch residents can make in their households to achieve a major impact. 

•  National train company Deutsche Bahn encourages Germans to consider “stay-cations” 
by presenting side-by-side comparisons of exotic travel destinations and nearby  
doppelganger destinations.24 

  Stay up to date.

  Be aware of loans and/or subsidies for homeowners.

  Bypass dependency by generating your own local energy.

HOW CAN YOU CONTRIBUTE  
WITHIN YOUR LOCAL ENERGY  
CONTEXT?
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TRANSLATION OF DECISIONS
Local energy contexts and the way attitudes are influenced aren’t the only differences 
between you and your European neighbours. Another important factor is the way in 
which your government makes decisions and translates these into measures to activate 
citizens – preferably by using loans and subsidies as incentives to encourage e.g. 
homeowner investments in double glazing or roof insulation. Other methods are manda-
tory household-level measures, taxes or regulations regarding the energy transition.

For example, government surcharges and taxes ensure different gas prices throughout 
Europe. Remember the results of our survey? Financial considerations are the most 
important driver for determining whether or not to engage in the energy transition.  
We can therefore conclude that energy costs are a supporting factor for this financial 
incentive. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND REGULATIONS, COMBINED WITH
AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS, CAN BUILD PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR THE 
ENERGY TRANSITION AND ENCOURAGE HOUSEHOLDS TO INVEST.

CONTRIBUTE IN YOUR OWN WAY
This all supports the insight that governmental measures regarding the energy transi-
tion differ across borders. As do our actions. Focus on the loans and subsidies for  
homeowners from your government that work best for you. Or bypass dependency by 
generating your own local energy. 

Ill. 7: Example of  
traveling campaign: 
Explore areas nearby, 
save money and  
reduce your climate 
footprint. 

Arizona, USA Rhineland, Germany

WHY TRAVEL ACROSS THE EARTH WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A SIMILAR EXPERIENCE NEARBY?
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  Stay up to date.

  Be aware of loans and/or subsidies for homeowners.

  Bypass dependency by generating your own local energy.

HOW CAN YOU CONTRIBUTE  
WITHIN YOUR LOCAL ENERGY  

CONTEXT?

  Insulate your house.

  Control energy consumption by installing smart thermostats.

  Use renewable sources for household heating.

HOW CAN YOUR HOME AND  
TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTE?

 Lower the heating temperature at home by one degree.

  Purchase your energy from a green energy supplier.
HOW CAN YOUR LIFESTYLE  

CONTRIBUTE?

European households can collectively have a huge impact on the transition to a more 
sustainable energy system: use less energy, switch to 100 per cent renewable energy 
sources and use energy at the right time. People not only support the energy transition; 
they also feel that others expect them to engage in it. Households have the critical mass 
required to impel a change in practices towards a more sustainable future. 

THINK BIG, ACT SMALL
Sweco has put together a calculation of the savings achievable through behavioural 
change if adopted across the entire EU housing stock. Although turning up the thermo-
stat is tempting, maintaining a tropical-like temperature at home consumes huge 
amounts of energy.

In the EU roughly 27 per cent of final energy consumption derives from households. 
Energy in households is primarily used for heating, which accounts for 80 per cent of 
final consumption. What can you do within your home to reduce energy consumption?

A major effect can be achieved by turning thermostats down one degree. In the UK, for 
instance, this small change within UK households would produce an aggregate savings 
of 16.5 TWh.25 Extrapolated to the EU level,26 this is the equivalent of 132.5 TWh. But 
how much is 132.5 TWh, anyway? Let’s put this number in perspective. 

Imagine all of the energy used by all households and businesses in Amsterdam. This 
amount of energy consumed over 29 years comes close to 132.5 TWh.27 In short, turning 
our European thermostats down one degree would save the amount of energy consumed 
in the Dutch capital over a period of nearly three decades.

+
>

>

>

+
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ACT IN YOUR DAY-TO-DAY LIFE
Our survey shows that all respondents had a willingness to contribute to the energy 
transition, though to differing degrees. We can all contribute by making choices in our 
day-to-day lives within our spheres of influence. Collectively, we have more impact than 
you might think – particularly in our homes, where many lifestyle measures start. 

The factor preventing households from making the change is the same that stimulates 
others to do so: assumptions about financial costs. And, due to a combination of varia-
bles, our actions differ from person to person. Awareness of the effects of various meas-
ures also plays a role. But changing behaviour in the ways described above doesn’t 
have to cost a cent. 

CHOOSE HIGH IMPACT MEASURES
Heating takes the gold medal when it comes to household energy consumption. So saving 
on heating is where many high impact measures start. You can go a long way by combin-
ing your behaviour with technical measures that reduce demand or applications that 
use heat from renewable sources. Insulate, invest in a heat pump and double or triple 
glazing. Or electrify your own local energy system with solar panels. 

BE AWARE OF YOUR LOCAL ENERGY CONTEXT
Make sure you are well informed about options in your own country. Choose those meas-
ures that work best within your context to achieve the greatest possible impact. Inform 
yourself about the technical measures available and be aware of loans or subsidies for 
homeowners. 

 
 

 

Electricity consumption of households
and businesses in Amsterdam

Ill. 8: High impact  
measure, data from  
the municipality of 
Amsterdam.28
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ROBIN VAN DER SANDE holds a Bachelor’s degree  
in the Built Environment and a Master’s degree in 
Building Physics & Services, and is part of the Energy 
Strategy & Finance team. He and his team specialise 
in guiding public and private parties in the energy 
transition by ensuring well-performing assets and 
combining technical and financial knowledge with 
stakeholder management.

MAARTEN GROTHOLT holds degrees in Urban Planning 
(BSc) and Environmental Governance (MSc) and spe-
cialises in the governance of climate-related topics 
in cities. This entails drafting policy, executing strat-
egies and setting vision for more sustainable urban 
development. Consideration of socio-institutional 
contexts is an important element in his work. 

FIEKE VAN LEEST is Urban Insight project leader in  
the Netherlands. For the past 12 years she has worked 
as a Sustainable Cities programme manager for  
governments in the Netherlands. In these projects, 
she translates sustainability objectives into practical 
solutions. 

LISETTE VAN DER KOLK is an urban planner working at 
the intersection of people, technology and processes 
within sustainable urban areas. With her architectural 
and planning background, she is ideally suited to 
spatial strategic projects that combine multiple disci-
plines and themes, such as healthy and safe environ-
ment, energy transition, and climate adaptation. She 
works on projects that take place in the context of 
future cities and societies. 

“I live in an old house,  
where we made considera-
ble progress in reducing 
energy consumption. The 
windows are HR ++ glass, 
radiators have a high heat 
output and a wall insulation 
is under construction.”

“My house is well-insulated, 
a heat pump is installed,  
and our energy comes from  
a green supplier. A timer 
ensures that the heating is 
set at an efficient tempera-
ture, or even turned off,  
when no one is home.”

“For me it is important  
to have a green energy  
supplier. We reduce energy 
consumption by only heating 
the room we use the most – 
the living room.”

“I am reducing energy con-
sumption in my own house. 
Thirty-six solar panels were 
recently installed on the  
roof. The house will soon  
be further insulated and get 
double- glazed windows and 
a heat pump.”

HOW DO YOU CONTRIBUTE?
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CATRIN FINKENAUER is professor at the University of Utrecht and scientific director of 
Dynamics of Youth, an interdisciplinary research institute designed to foster research 
collaborations within and between Utrecht University and society to accelerate research 
and education that helps all youth to thrive and become constructive, engaged citizens 
who actively contribute to solving present and future societal challenges.

SIGURD BUNK LAURITSEN has extensive experience in energy and environmental  
planning and policy development, energy and environmental economics, natural  
gas and district heating planning, renewable energy development, market analyses,  
organisational analysis, institutional development, monitoring and evaluation of  
energy programmes, training activities, marketing planning and analyses, project  
planning as well as project control.

SPECIAL THANKS TO CONTRIBUTING EXPERTS:
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Our survey of 16,000 colleagues provided us with data and factual material for this 
report. A total of 2,267 respondents distributed over 9 countries (the UK, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Poland and Finland) provided details 
on the ways in which they are currently contributing to the energy transition.

We asked about their energy consumption and their ambitions to live a more sustaina-
ble life. Their answers gave us insight into the current situation and factors that can 
effectuate real change in consumers’ contribution to the energy transition.

We consulted our own Sweco experts for technical explanations of the impact of  
measures that can be taken at home. Our experts are well practiced in explaining in  
an accessible way the options we have, as well as potential associated advantages  
and disadvantages.

Sweco collaborated with the University of Utrecht for data analysis, interpretation and 
explanation of behaviour.
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